CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR NEW PUPPY!
At TWO BEARS we take “Puppy Education” seriously. What you do
over the next 6 months will determine your puppy’s future behavior.
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If you want to work with trainers who are comprehensive in approach
and highly skilled, Two Bears is my recommendaon :)
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John and Diann have taught me, to teach Tripp to be stable.
Things sll startle him at mes but now, instead of running
from the area, he looks to me for guidance. John and Diann
have a unique way of training dogs and people and I highly
recommend them as trainers. I will be bringing all my future
puppies to Two Bears for training.
Cathy P, Arvada, Colorado

“Bumper”
MoonQuests Bank Shot BH
Two Bears dog training has been an eye opening
experience for me regarding communicaon with my dog. I
began training with John and Diann when I got a new
Belgian Malinois puppy, and wanted to start this young dog
with trainers who actually understood dogs and how to
train. Having trained and competed with dogs for two
decades and have had the opportunity to work with many
diﬀerent styles of dog trainers, nothing has compared to the broad
understanding John and Diann bring to their teaching.
I highly recommend Two Bears for anyone wanng to form an intelligent
bond with their dog.
Suzanne & Mark B., Boulder, Colorado
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“Marieke”
We started with John about a year ago. What he have
today is a dog that is so obedient on the trail that we are
ge*ng close to not needing any collar.
It all seems so amazing to us... where we are today having
a blast with our dog in the outdoors... compared to where
we were before John showed us how to train our dog, that
we wanted to share this story with all those who might ﬁnd
themselves in similar situaon.
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It is never too late for an educaon. We work with dogs of all ages. Please
visit our website www.twobearsinc.com to view all of our training programs.
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